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About This Game

Ride waves to success in a game that never sleeps! As this dinosaur, you must undergo the underdog's journey and overcome
your rival the only way you can, by surfing. Surfasaurus is a community simulation video game, in which you live in a tropical
island town as a lovable brown t-rex, carrying out various tasks and working towards being the 1st ever surfing dinosaur! The
game simulates the game systems' internal clock and calendar to project a realistic passage of time. As the brown dinosaur,

you'll interact with various people and see the town come to life throughout your playing. There's a lot to do and a lot to
customize, a basement to fill with posters and dolls, trading cards to collect, surf boards to select, and special costumes to wear.
You can participate in weekly events, such as shopping, trivia games, card trading and more. Follow us on facebook for clues to

getting an exclusive costume!

• Simulates the game systems' internal clock and calendar to project a realistic passage of time.
• Participate in weekly events, such as shopping, trivia games, card trading and more.

• Undergo a true underdog story and overcome your rival.
• Detailed surfing system to impress judges for big scores.
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Remember when Devolver Digital joked about Earliest Access in their E3 presentation a few years back? This is that. Welcome
to the eternal void where your money sits. Doing nothing.. Incoming Forces is a game that I recommend because:
- is a method to banish boredom
- have trading cards
- have action
- is sci-fi

Enjoy!. If you are sick of trying out garbage VR tech demos or proof of concepts, then just spend the money on this game. The
markest is so small, and good content is too rare to pass up. You should expect to pay a premium for something on a platform
that most people cant even afford to get onto. With that said, stop whining about the price and give praise to this gem.

. this is one of 2 games that caused me to never waste my money on early access again

been to many years and still no land sharks.\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor excuse for coop
overly focused on graphics and immersion
over focus on multiplayer yet it still sucks
the list goes on. The pinnacle of Totem Games work, Clad in Iron: Sakhalin 1904 expands upon all of the previous works by the
devs and really demonstrate the skill and passion they have for the genre. The team has learned from the past and have made a
fun, challenging, and absolutely beautiful game. I must warn you, it can be difficult to get into as there is no tutorial but there is
a very useful manual and the controls are rather simple once you get the hang of it.. Not a bad little puzzle game.
Starts off relatively easy, and slowly grows more challenging as introduces new moves and enemies.
Definitely made me think.

The art style for the bee is kind of creepy \/ off-putting, but that's just my opinion.

Otherwise, it's a great deal for the price!. Original Review:

'Elephants don't afraid of mice, they are just very cautious'.

My graphics weren't compatible so I just had a mostly dark screen but it was enough to see and get achievements. Now I have 
all the letters and I'm going to power my car and house with them. That's green energy. In your face Trump!

Play slowly so the achievements have time to pop. And if they stop popping, shut the game off and re-open it a minute.

Updated Review \/ Edit:

This game has myriad problems with the achievements not popping, a lot of people are left with 700+\/- that wont pop. There
are fixes but they seems to work only up to a point for a majority of people and totally for others - if you want to take that
chance then so be it.

If you can't be arsed screwing about with deleting registry files to trick the game into giving you your achievements
then do not purchase this game

If you're a completionist do not purchase this game

If you're an achievement hunter do not purchase this game
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The likelihood of not getting those achievements is too damn high.
Changed recommendation from yes to 'No' - Thumbs Down. Hey, Creator, I don't know how to beat the level where
you need to go underground. It's the last level before you go to the other biome. I tried everything. I researched it and
since the game is basically almost unknown, I couldn't find anything. If you could help that's be amazing! Anyway, It
is a great game, I only don't know how to get past that.
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Usntoppable Gorg is a new take on the Tower Defense genre and in itself not a bad and quite fun game. What makes this gold
are the cutscenes between missions. They are (purposely) so bad that they give off a perfect vibe of film-making more than half
a decade ago. I didn't finish the campaign for the gameplay but for those goofy cutscenes alone.

The challenge missions mix things up quite a bit and are the most fun content within the game mechanically.

Had lots of fun with this, do recommend to any and all tower defense fans.. I bought this game because it looked amazing and
upon playing...
It was everything I expected out of it so what is stopping me from recomending this game you wonder? I physically cannot play
it anymore.
It started off perfectly played the game got a good 2 hours in and finished the first set of levels thats when the crashes started to
begin upon loading each level.
At this point I was fine with a couple crashes here and there it was still playable and still enjoyable.
Upon starting the second set of levels it was running at below 10 fps on a gtx 960 and ryzen 1700 system it was possible but
almost rendered unbearable. This was my breaking point when it crashed everytime I loaded any level and now cannot even
open the game.
I don't know if anyone else is having these issues but until it is stable on any hardware I cannot recomend it to anyone.. Really
cool game. (TLDR fix is at the bottom of the page)

It's like ninja gaiden on NES but improved by a lot combat and movment wise. You jump from wall to wall, dash through tight
spaces ( or to reach long distances) attack enemis on ground and in the air. You can use a heavy attack to even send enemies
flyin up, down and forward. You can one shoot kil enemis form behind, jump on there head so they fall in to a pit\/spike and
etc.

For it's price this game is without a doubt worth it. It's somewhat short, but verry satesfying game...to bad there is not much to it
after you beat the game. I feel like this game coudl expand and evolve in to somethign beautiful and fun.

Though, there is one elephant in the room that need's to be addresed and that is the boss battels. There not that great. There
patterns is so ridicolusly easy to exploite. The strategy is pretty much the same for all bosses to. If I where to make a cross
examination, take the game "volgarr the viking". All the bosses have diferent patterns and you have to use all the space around
you and your knowlage to avoid the bosses attacks. In this game all you do for prety much all the bosses is "touch him really
quick and go". Then there a few minor issues. Evert time you enter a room you have to kill all the eneims, I'm fine with this, but
when you accidentally enter a room and have to kill all eneimes again it can be a bit annoying. Another thing is the way you
progress dialog. Sins you can continue the dialog just by hittng your movment buttons\/keys, you can by accident skip some of
the conversation. The dev should have just made it the jump button.

Here is the TLDR version: Get this game, it's short and there is not much to it other then to go straight forward (no collectibles
and etc) But it's definently worth it for it's price. It is rough around the edges, but it's a really solid hack and slash platformer.
How can I use the portraits waist-up ?. Everyone's saying the same things, this game has an (u n b e l i e v a b l y) high amount of
potential, but its managed to either lose parts of it in certain areas or improve upon that same potential without actually GIVING
the community anything really impressive to look at. I would've still played this game had there been on lean mechanics or a
new engine, but given us an actual coop with... y'know, LANDSHARKS. But its hype has just been lost into a death march of a
developmental roadmap. The speed at which the game is progressing at scares me, just how long does the game intend to make
people wait for more cooperative content? Why did they pull a fast one and put more effort into their multiplayer PVP
environments? Now with the engine update and minor features tweaked\/refined, will we be seeing less strenuous changes at a
more common pace? Nobody knows. And that's why the game suffers.

BUT: I somehow keep coming back to play it. The daunting tasks offered in both cooperative missions with the difficulties
chosen by the player or his team make for tense moments in this game. The somewhat repetitive but horrifyingly fast pace
enemies can make the first few slow stages of a mission feel dreadful. I just wish there were more opportunities to feel these
kinds of things in a cooperative environment instead of just sitting through the same 5 or so entertaining missions, and then the
less-than-satisfactory challenges which are simply an excuse to show off different lighting qualities of a map.. Son of Blagger
with humour, love it! :). I could never play this again and I've already had my money's worth. Best \u00a33 I ever spent.

I will however continue to play this. incredibly simple mechanics what wouldn't be all that exciting out of VR, but as it is, it just
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works. Getting into a rhythm feels really good and it's a really good work out too.

Getting on top of the leaderboard (at the time of writing anyway) was earned with blood sweat and tears... ok... no blood... or
tears... but lots of sweat.. holy crap I need a shower. I got this game off a random steam cd key and when I clicked play nothing
happened and apparently the game is running yet my task manager doesn't say so and my time on this game is increasing. This is
the biggest piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥I've never played.
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